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Optogenetic suppression of the medial septum impairs
working memory maintenance
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Spatial working memory (SWM) is the ability to encode, maintain, and retrieve spatial information over a temporal gap, and

relies on a network of structures including the medial septum (MS), which provides critical input to the hippocampus.

Although the role of the MS in SWM is well-established, up until recently, we have been unable to use temporally

precise circuit manipulation techniques to examine the specific role of the MS in SWM, particularly to distinguish

between encoding, maintenance, and retrieval. Here, we test the hypothesis that the MS supports the maintenance of

spatial information over a temporal gap using precisely timed optogenetic suppression delivered during specific portions

of three different tasks, two of which rely on SWM and one that does not. In experiment 1, we found that MS optogenetic

suppression impaired choice accuracy of a SWM dependent conditional discrimination task. Moreover, this deficit was only

observed when MS suppression was delivered during the cue-sampling, but not the cue-retrieval, portion of the trial. There

was also no deficit when MS neurons were optogenetically suppressed as rats performed a SWM-independent variant of the

task. In experiment 2, we tested whether MS suppression affected choice accuracy on a delayed nonmatch to position

(DNMP) task when suppression was limited to the sample, delay, and choice phases of the task. We found that MS suppres-

sion delivery during the delay phase of the DNMP task, but not during the sample or choice phases, impaired choice ac-

curacy. Our results collectively suggest that the MS plays an important role in SWM by maintaining task-relevant

information over a temporal delay.

Successful spatial working memory (SWM) requires trial-specific
information to be first encoded, maintained over a short delay,
and later retrieved at the precise time that it is needed. This critical
cognitive function is supported in part by themedial septum (MS),
a subcortical region that is reciprocally connected to the hippo-
campal formation (Frotscher and Leranth 1985; Freund and
Antal 1988; Toth et al. 1993; Hajszan et al. 2004; Manseau et al.
2005; Sun et al. 2014; Fuhrmann et al. 2015; Leao et al. 2015;
Muller and Remy 2018). Disruption of MS input to the hippocam-
pus throughMS or fimbria/fornix lesions or reversible inactivation
impairs spatial memory tasks (Sutherland and Rodriguez 1989;
Mizumori et al. 1990; Poucet and Buhot 1994; Whishaw and
Jarrard 1995).Moreover,MS lesion or inactivation produces similar
memory impairments to those observed after complete hippocam-
pal lesions, suggesting that disruptions of MS activity have a sec-
ondary effect on hippocampal function (Donovick 1968; Numan
1978; Morris et al. 1982; Olton et al. 1982; Brookes et al. 1983;
Rawlins et al. 1985; Kesner et al. 1989; Givens and Olton 1990;
Bannerman et al. 2004). A key feature of SWM tasks is the delay pe-
riod over which spatial information needs to be maintained. The
inclusion of the delay period can affect the necessity of different
brain systems for task performance. For example, complete hippo-
campal lesions were disruptive to performance of a T-maze delayed
spatial alternation task with delays as short as 2 sec, but perfor-
mance on the no-delay version of the task was unaffected by the
lesion (Ainge et al. 2007), suggesting that the hippocampus is nec-
essary for maintaining spatial information over a brief temporal
gap. Based on previous work implicating the hippocampus in
SWMmaintenance over brief delays and knowing that theMS pro-
vides the hippocampuswith critical input, our hypothesis was that

the maintenance of spatial information over a temporal gap re-
quires the MS. We tested this hypothesis by comparing the effects
of optogenetic suppression of the MS between encoding, mainte-
nance, and retrieval on choice accuracy of two different
SWM-dependent tasks. The temporal precision of optogenetics al-
lowed us to restrict MS suppression to specific periods within three
different T-maze tasks (see Fig. 1). For experiment 1, we compared
the effects of MS suppression on choice accuracy between two var-
iants of a conditional discrimination task, in which rats learned to
associate intramaze cues with a reward location. In the standard
version of the task (CD), the conditional cue is available at the
maze T-junction, where the rat is required to make a goal arm
choice. Thus, the CD task does not require themaintenance of spa-
tial information over a temporal delay. In the workingmemory de-
pendent variant of the CD task (CDWM), the conditional cue is
only available at the start of the trial, thus requiring the rat tomain-
tain spatial information over a short temporal delay. We predicted
that MS suppression would disrupt choice accuracy on the CDWM
but not the CD variant of the task. We then compared the impact
of MS suppression during the cue-sampling period and
cue-retrieval period of the CDWM task. Based on the notion that
the cue-retrieval period includes maintenance of the memory of
the conditional cue and on our hypothesis that the MS is required
for SWMmaintenance, we predicted that therewould be a selective
deficit resulting fromMS suppression during the cue-retrieval peri-
od. In experiment 2, we compared the effects of MS suppression
that was selectively delivered during the sample, delay, and choice
phases of a SWM-dependent delayed nonmatch to position
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(DNMP) task. Based on our hypothesis that MS is selectively re-
quired for SWM maintenance, we predicted that MS suppression
during the delay, but not sample or choice phases, would impair
DNMP choice accuracy.

Results

Histology
Figure 2A shows a representative image of tdTomato expression in
theMS.We observed tdTomato expression throughout theMS and
diagnoal band of Broca (DBB). A concep-
tual rendering of an optical fiber implant
during illumnination is displayed in
Figure 2B. Figure 2C shows the termina-
tion points of all fiber stubs. Rats with in-
correct fiber stub placement and/or a lack
of tdTomato expression in the MS/DBB
were excluded from the study. For ex-
periment 1, there were nine rats in
the CDWM+ArchT-tdTomato group,
seven rats in the CD+ArchT-tdTomato,
and seven rats in the CDWM+
tdTomato-only group. For experiment
2, there were six rats in the ArchT-
tdTomato group and eight rats in the
tdTomato-only group.

Experiment 1: optogenetic silencing

of MS impairs performance of the

CDWM but not CD task
We compared the ability of rats to
perform two visuo–spatial conditional
discrimination tasks during MS suppres-
sion: one that relies on SWM (CDWM)
and one that does not (CD). In both tasks,
floor inserts with either smooth wood or
black mesh were placed in the maze prior
to each trial, serving as a conditional cue
for the rewarded goal arm. For the CD
task, the insert covered the entire maze,
including the T-junction, where the rats

must make a goal arm choice. In contrast, for the CDWM task,
the insert only covered the part of the maze stem immediately ad-
jacent to the start box andwas not present at the T-junction, requir-
ing the rats to use working memory to make a goal arm choice
(Edsall et al. 2017). Rats were trained on their respective tasks until
they reached asymptotic choice accuracy. Rats took an average of
9.8 d (SD=3.8 d) to reach criterion on the CD task and 25.06 d
(SD=7.2 d) to reach criterion on the CDWM task.

We investigated the effect of optogenetic silencing of the MS
on performance of the SWM-dependent CDWM task by compar-
ing choice accuracy between Light-on versus Light-off in three

Figure 1. Experimental timeline for experiments 1 and 2.
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C

Figure 2. Histological verification of viral vector expression and optical fiber termination in MS. (A)
Representative expression of tdTomato in MS (tdTomato-positive cells are shown in pink and
DAPI-positive cells are shown in blue). (B) Schematic of microinfusion and optogentic MS suppression pro-
cedures. (C) Sample coronal sections presented anterior to posterior at corresponding sections (AP=+1.2,
+0.96,+0.72, and+0.48, frombregma) showingfiber terminationpoints forall animals inbothexperiments
(red circles). Atlas plates are fromPaxinos andWatson (2006), usedwith permission from Elsevier (# 2006).
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groups: a group that learned the SWM-independent CD task and
were injected with the virus encoding the neural suppressor,
ArchT (CD+ArchT-tdTomato; n=7); a task control group that
learned the SWM-dependent CD task and were injected with the
virus encoding the ArchT (CDWM+ArchT-tdTomato; n=9); and
a virus control group that learned the CDWM task and were inject-
ed with a virus encoding only the reporter tdTomato (CDWM+
tdTomato-only; n=7). There were three illumination conditions,
with MS suppression delivered during the entire trial, during the
timewhen the rat occupied the portion of themazewhere the con-
ditional cue was available (early stem), and during the time when
the rat occupied the portion of the maze where the conditional
cue was absent (late stem).

A three-factor mixed design ANOVA showed a significant
group× light× condition interaction (F(1,13) =11.798, P=0.004). In
line with our predictions, post-hoc tests revealed a significant
group× light interaction on the entire trial illumination condition
(F(1,14) = 18.520, P=0.0001) (Fig. 3A). However, in contrast to our
predictions, there was a significant group× light interaction
for the early stem illumination timing condition (F(1,14) = 28.336,
P = 0.001) (Fig. 3B), but not the late stem illumination timing con-
dition (F(1,13) = 0.622,P=0.445) (Fig. 3C). For the late stemcondition
there were also nomain effects of group (F(1,13) = 0.041, P=0.445) or
light (F(1,13) = 1.377, P=0.262). For the entire trial illumination
condition, the ArchT-tdTomato group showed a significantly
lower choice accuracy on light on versus light off trials (Light-on:

B

A

C

Figure 3. MS suppression impairs on choice accuracy on the CDWM task. (A–C, left) Task schematics with green shading illustrating when the LED light
was on for the entire, early, and late stem illumination conditions. The hashed rectangle represents the textured insert (wood or mesh) that was placed on
the floor of the maze prior to each trial that served as the conditional cue. (Right) Choice accuracy is shown for the two groups: ArchT (green, n=9) and
tdTomato control (gray, n=7). Significance values represent post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected simple main effects tests comparing Light-on versus Light-off
trials. (***) P<0.001 (see the text for detailed statistics). (A) Choice accuracy for the entire illumination condition. The ArchT group showed significantly
lower choice accuracy on Light-on trials compared with Light-off trials, whereas the tdTomato control group showed similar choice accuracy values on
Light-on and Light-off trials. (B) Choice accuracy for the early stem condition. The ArchT group showed significantly lower choice accuracy on Light-on
trials versus Light-off trials, whereas the tdTomato group showed similar choice accuracy values on Light-on and Light-off trials. (C) Choice accuracy
for the late stem illumination condition. Both ArchT and tdTomato groups showed similar choice accuracy values on Light-on and Light-off trials. (A–
C) Color legends are the same across all panels. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.
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M=59.9%, SD=0.178; Light-off: M=81%, SD=0.107; t(8) = 6.39,
P = 0.0002), while the tdTomato-only group showed similar choice
accuracy levels across the Light-on and Light-off conditions
(Light-on: M=83.3%, SD=0.063; Light-off: M=80.0%, SD=0.073;
t(6) = -0.611, P=0.563). For the early stem illumination condition,
the ArchT-tdTomato group showed a significantly lower choice
accuracy on light on versus light off trials (Light-on: M=65.2%,
SD=0.112; Light-off: M=80.3%, SD=0.059; t(8) = 5.72, P=0.0004).

To confirm that choice accuracy deficits on CDWM were not
simply caused by sensory, motor, or motivational impairments
inherent to MS suppression during visuo-spatial conditional dis-
crimination, we trained a separate group of rats expressing
ArchT-tdTomato in the MS on the SWM-independent variant of
the task (CD). As shown in Figure 4,MS suppression did not impair
choice accuracy on the CD task (two-factor repeated measures
ANOVA, light × condition interaction: F(1,6) = 0.832, P=0.397).
There were no significant main effects of light (F(1,6) = 0.519, P=
0.498) or condition (F(1,6) = 0.024, P=0.882).

In summary, experiment 1 showed that SWMdepends on the
integrity of the MS by showing impaired choice accuracy on the
CDWM but not the CD task during optogenetic MS suppression.
Moreover, the results of experiment 1 suggest that the timing of
the MS suppression is important. In contrast to our predictions,
MS suppression delivered during the time of conditional cue avail-
ability, but not during the time of conditional cue absence, caused
a significant choice accuracy impairment.

Experiment 2: MS suppression during the delay, but not

sample or choice conditions, impaired DNMP task accuracy
To further investigate which phases of SWM MS activity supports,
experiment 2 used aDNMP task,which is a task that has beenwide-
ly used in experiments that aim to dissociate SWM encoding,
maintenance, and retrieval processes (Kelsey and Landry 1988;
Herzog et al. 1996; Stackman et al. 1997; Spellman et al. 2015;
Bolkan et al. 2017; Maisson et al. 2018). By taking advantage of
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Figure 4. MS suppression does not impair on choice accuracy on the SWM-independent CD task. (A–C, left) Task schematics are as in Figure 3. Note that
for this task, the floor insert covers the entire maze, including the maze T-junction. (Right) Choice accuracy is shown for the CD+ArchT-tdTomato group (n
=7) for the entire (A), early stem (B), and late stem (C ) illumination conditions. For all three conditions, the CD+ArchT-tdTomato group showed similar
choice accuracy values on Light-on (dark green) and Light-off (light green) trials.
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the temporal precision of optogenetics, we silenced the MS specif-
ically during the sample, delay, or choice phases of the DNMP task,
which correspond tomemory encoding,maintenance, and retriev-
al, respectively. Rats took an average of 5.6 d (SD=2.2 d) to reach
criterion on the DNMP task. There was a significant light × group
× condition interaction (F(1,12) = 23.870, P<0.001). As shown in
Figure 5A, both ArchT-tdTomato and tdTomato-only groups
showed similar levels of choice accuracy for Light-on and
Light-off trials during the sample illumination condition (mixed
design two-factor ANOVA with repeated measures, no main effect
of group: F(1,12) = 0.640, P=0.439, group× light interaction: F(1,12) =
0.054, P =0.821). In contrast, for the delay illumination condition,
a mixed design two-factor ANOVA revealed a significant group×
light interaction (F(1,12) = 5.385, P=0.039). Bonferroni-corrected
post-hoc tests revealed that the ArchT-tdTomato group performed
more poorly on Light-on trials (M=74.0%, SD=0.132) compared
with Light-off trials (M=84.7%, SD=0.131; t(5) = 3.369, p=0.02).
The tdTomato-only group performed similarly during Light-on

trials (M=88.5%, SD=0.0797) and Light-off trials (M=90.6%,
SD =0.048; t(7) =−0.509, P=0.626) (Fig. 5B). For the choice phase
condition (Fig. 5C), a two-way mixed design repeated measures
ANOVA showed a trending group by light interaction. However,
the interaction did not reach statistical significance (F(1,12) =
3.432, P=0.089). Moreover, there were no significant main effects
of group (F(1,12) = 0.456, P=0.512) or light (F(1,12) = 1.415,
P = 0.257) for the choice phase condition. In summary, we found
a selective impairment in choice accuracy that resulted from MS
suppression during the delay phase, suggesting that the integrity
of the MS is critical for SWM maintenance.

Discussion

SWM requires the encoding of sensory cues that must be retrieved
after a temporal gap in order to guide goal-directed decision mak-
ing. In the current study, we tested the hypothesis that the MS is
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Figure 5. MS suppression selectively impairs DNMP task choice accuracy during SWM maintenance. (A–C, left) Task schematics with green shading il-
lustrating when the LED light was on for the sample, delay, or choice phase testing conditions. (Right) Choice accuracy is shown for the two groups: ArchT
(green, n=6) and tdTomato control (gray, n=8). Significance values represent post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected simple main effects tests comparing
Light-on versus Light-off trials. (*) P<0.05 (see the text for detailed statistics). (A) Choice accuracy for the sample phase illumination condition. Both
ArchT and tdTomato groups showed similar choice accuracy values on Light-on and Light-off trials. (B) Choice accuracy for the delay illumination condi-
tion. The ArchT group showed significantly lower choice accuracy on Light-on trials versus Light-off trials, whereas the tdTomato group showed similar
choice accuracy values on Light-on and Light-off trials. (C) Choice accuracy for the choice phase illumination condition. Both ArchT and tdTomato
groups showed similar choice accuracy values on Light-on and Light-off trials.
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required formaintenanceof spatial informationovera temporal de-
lay by comparing the effects of pan-neuronal optogenetic suppres-
sionofMSactivityon theperformanceof three T-maze tasks, twoof
which required the use of SWM processes and one that was
SWM-independent. In experiment 1, we found that MS optoge-
netic suppression impaired choice accuracy on the
SWM-dependent CDWM task, but not the SWM-independent
CD task. Because these two tasks are alike in every respect except
their reliance on SWM, this dissociation allowed us to rule out
the possibility that ourfindings are driven by deficits inmotor, sen-
sory,motivational, or other nonmnemonic variables. Additionally,
we restricted MS suppression to the early and late stem portions of
the CD and CDWM tasks. For the CDWM task, MS suppression on
the early stem, when the floor insert cue was present, impaired
choice accuracy while MS suppression during the late stem condi-
tion on the CDWM task, when the cuewas absent, did not. In con-
trast, for the CD task, we found no choice accuracy deficits when
MS suppression was delivered on the entire trial, or during early
or late stem. For experiment 2, we restricted MS suppression to
the sample, delay, or choice phases of a DNMP task. We found
that MS suppression during the delay phase, but not sample or
choice phases, impaired choice accuracy.

The results from these experiments are consistent with previ-
ous research showing the importance of the MS in SWM tasks
(Olton et al. 1978; Hagan et al. 1988; Kelsey and Landry 1988;
Decker et al. 1992; Bolding et al. 2020; Petersen and Buzsaki
2020). However, our results expand on these studies by showing
that MS inhibition during the period of time over which spatial in-
formation must be maintained specifically impairs choice accura-
cy. Collectively, our findings support the hypothesis that SWM
maintenance requires the MS.

One puzzling previous result that conflicts with our current
findings is from a study using septal inactivation during radial
maze performance in rats. Similar to the DNMP task, each trial in
this task consisted of forced choices (of four goal arms), a delay pe-
riod, and a test allowing the rat to freely choose a goal arm, but only
rewarding those arms not visited previously. Septal inactivation
prior to both the forced choice phase of the task and the test phase
of the task increased errors during the test phase. In contrast, septal
inactivation prior to the delay period did not affect task perfor-
mance (Mizumori et al. 1990). One key difference between this
study and our study is that the delay period in the previous study
was 30 min, whereas our delay period was only 20 sec. Perhaps
the maintenance of spatial information is more feasible over a rel-
atively short delay period versus a long delay period. If this is the
case, the radial arm maze task would not require SWM mainte-
nance and instead relies on another set of cognitive operations
also supported by the MS.

A potential limitation of experiment 2 is that the duration of
the optogenetic suppression was longer for the delay period than
for the sample or choice traversals. Thus, there is a possibility
that the longer duration of MS suppression drove the selective dis-
ruption of choice accuracy on the DNMP task during the delay pe-
riod illumination condition.However, previous studies have used a
similar approach of delivering optogenetic suppression during the
sample traversals, delay period, and choice traversals of a DNMP
task andhave shownvarying results depending on the brain region
or pathway that was targeted. A previous study from our laboratory
investigated the effects of optogenetic suppression of the ventral
midline thalamus on encoding, maintenance, and retrieval in a
DNMP task and found a selective choice accuracy deficit on the
sample traversal illumination condition andno deficit on the delay
period illumination condition (Maisson et al. 2018). Similarly,
optogenetic suppression of the ventral hippocampus–prefrontal
pathway led to deficits only when the light delivery was restricted
to the sample traversals and not to the delay or choice traversals of

a DNMP task (Spellman et al. 2015). Moreover, optogenetic sup-
pression of the pathway between the mediodorsal (MD) thalamus
and prefrontal cortex also showed different results depending on
the specific pathway that was suppressed, with DNMP choice accu-
racy being selectively impaired with suppression of MD–prefrontal
projections during the delay and with suppression of prefrontal–
MD projections during choice traversals (Bolkan et al. 2017). The
results of experiment 1 also argue against the possibility that
longer-duration optogenetic suppression can explain our selective
choice accuracy deficit on the delay period illumination condition.
The early stem and late stem illumination conditions had similar
durations, but deficits were only observed with MS suppression
on the early stem. If longer-duration optogenetic stimulation leads
to a choice accuracy deficit, we would predict that longer-duration
optogenetic stimulation would consistently produce selective
choice accuracy impairments. Therefore, these results collectively
suggest that it is unlikely that the delay period-specific effect in ex-
periment 2 was driven by the duration of MS suppression.

In both the CDWM and DNMP task, there is a temporal gap
betweenwhen ratsmust encode a cue andwhen theymust retrieve
the cue to guide their choice. Conversely, no such gap exists in the
CD task, as the rat is able to sample the cue during decisionmaking.
The fact that both CDWM and DNMP tasks are impaired with MS
suppression supports the hypothesis that theMS contributes to the
maintenance of spatial information over a brief temporal gap.
Further supporting this hypothesis, the choice accuracy deficit
on the DNMP task was only observed when the MS suppression
was delivered during the delay. Compared with the DNMP task,
for the CDWM task, there is a much shorter time from when the
rats must encode the cue on the early stem portion and retrieve
the cue andmake a decision at the T-junction of the same traversal.
In opposition to our predictions, MS suppression in the early stem
condition but not in the late stem condition resulted in a choice
accuracy deficit. Although our prediction was incorrect, the choice
accuracy deficit for MS suppression delivered during the cue-
sampling period is an interesting finding and suggests that perhaps
maintenance and encoding processes may overlap in tasks that
lack a structured delay period. This possibility could be investigated
by inserting a delay between the cue-sampling period and the
cue-retrieval period of the CDWM task to better dissociate encod-
ing and maintenance processes.

Why might MS disruption selectively impair the mainte-
nance and not encoding or retrieval of SWM? One possibility is
that MS suppression indirectly affected the projection regions of
the MS, including the hippocampus and medial entorhinal cortex
(MEC). One well-established function of the MS is to act as a pace-
maker for the hippocampal theta rhythm (Stewart and Fox 1990).
Support for this notion comes from the demonstrations that the
frequency of the hippocampal local field potential could be con-
trolled by optogenetically stimulating GABAergic (Zutshi et al.
2018), cholinergic (Dannenberg et al. 2015), and glutamatergic
(Robinson et al. 2016) MS neurons. Although we did not record
hippocampal theta activity in the current study, previous work
showing consistent disruptions of the theta rhythm within the
hippocampal/MEC circuit as a consequence of MS lesions
(Donovick 1968; Numan 1978; Winson 1978), reversible inactiva-
tion (Mizumori et al. 1990; Wang et al. 2015), or optogenetic sup-
pression of the MS (Dannenberg et al. 2019) suggests that the
behavioral impairments that we observed may be due to the dis-
ruption of theta activity. Recent work has shown that microinfu-
sions of gabazine into the MS, which disrupted normal
hippocampal oscillatory activity, caused SWM deficits while the
spatial tuning of hippocampal neurons was unaffected by the
drug (Bolding et al. 2020). This finding suggests that MS-driven
SWM deficits are caused by the loss of the theta rhythm itself,
not by a secondary effect of impaired theta rhythm on the spatial
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specificity of these neurons.MS inactivationwas also shown to dis-
rupt grid cell spatial periodicity in the MEC without affecting the
head direction signal, supporting the notion that MS-driven theta
oscillations support spatial coding in the MEC (Brandon et al.
2011; Koenig et al. 2011).

In summary, by using a task comparison optogenetic suppres-
sion approach, we show that the MS is required for tasks that re-
quire SWM and not for a SWM-independent task. Furthermore,
by comparing the timing ofMS suppression between different por-
tions of the trial, we show that the MS specifically contributes to
the maintenance of spatial information over a brief delay. This
contribution likely arises from the important role that theMS plays
in regulating activity in the hippocampus and related structures.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Subjects were 37 adult (>90 d) Long Evans hooded male rats pur-
chased from Envigo or Harlan. Rats were housed in a temperature
and humidity-controlled colony room with a 12-h light–dark cy-
cle. At the onset of the experiment, rats were single housed and giv-
en ad libitum access to food until pretraining began. At the start of
pretraining, rats were placed on light food restriction and kept at a
minimum 90% of their ad libitum body weight. Rats had ad libi-
tum access to water throughout the experiment. All procedures
in this experiment were conducted in accordance with the
University of Delaware Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Apparatus
Testing took place in an enclosed rectangular room (2.29 m wide×
2.46 m long) with black curtains spanning from floor to ceiling.
Visual cues were placed on the curtains with tape behind the
goal arms and the T-junction of a T-maze. The wooden T-maze
used was painted flat white to aid in reduction of reflections. The
T-maze consisted of a central arm (116× 10cm), two goal arms
(56.5 ×10 cm), and two return arms leading back to the start
box/delay pedestal (112×10 cm). To reduce the probability that
rats could follow scent cues to solve the task, a container filled
with chocolate sprinkles was secured beneath the T-junction of
the maze, out of reach by the rats. The testing enclosure was dimly
lit with two 1000-lumen, 120-V, 60-Hz LED bulbs located above
the reward wells on both sides of the maze.

Optical LED stimulation was made possible by the PlexBright
optogenetic stimulation system (Plexon), which consisted of a
four-channel optogenetic controller with installed Radiant v2 soft-
ware, a commutator, and a compact magnetic LED “lime” colored
module (550 nm) that produced a maximum power output of ∼12
mW. The LED light was channeled into the rat’s fiber stub via a
patch cable and secured with a removable ceramic coupler
(Thorlabs ADAF1-5).

Handling and pretraining
Rats were handled for at least 20min per day for at least 3 d prior to
and at least 5 d after the surgery to habituate them to the experi-
menter. After each handling session, the rats were returned to their
home cage with a small weigh boat filled with chocolate sprinkles
to help familiarize the rats with the food reward used during task
training. After 5 d of postsurgical recovery, rats were placed on
food restriction (∼17 g of standard rat chow/day) in order to main-
tain 90% of their ad libitum body weight. The rats were then pre-
trained to eat the chocolate sprinkle reward from the reward
wells while confined to one of the maze reward zones, as described
previously (Hallock et al. 2013b; Maisson et al. 2018; Stout and
Griffin 2020). Following reward well pretraining, rats were pre-
trained to run from the start box to the reward zones via the
maze stem. Each of these “forced run” trials beganwith the rat con-
fined in the start box by a barrier that blocked the entrance to the
maze stem. Prior to each trial, the reward wells were baitedwith the

chocolate sprinkles and a barrier was placed at the entrance to the
right or left goal arm. The stem barrier was then lifted, allowing the
rat to traverse the stem of the maze and enter the open goal arm.
After the rat received the reward, the rat returned to the start box
via the return arm. The stem barrier was then replaced, and the re-
ward wells are baited again for the next trial. Rats completed 12
forced run trials (six left trials and six right trials) per day until
they reached the necessary criterion of consuming reward on every
trial.

Surgical procedures
Prior to surgery, rats were given a subcutaneous injection of atro-
pine (0.05 mg/kg; Atroject). All instruments were sterilized using
a bead sterilizer at 300°C and cleaned in chlorhexidine solution.
Rats were anesthetized using 3.5% isoflurane in oxygen in a
Plexiglass induction chamber. Once anesthetized, ophthalmic lu-
bricant (Paralube) was applied to eyes and the rats’ heads were
shaved at the incision site. For the duration of the surgery, rats
were head-fixed in a stereotaxic frame to ensure continuous flow
of isoflurane in oxygen. The rats were placed on top of a heating
pad throughout the surgery and during recovery. The rats’ breath-
ing, heart rate, and oxygen levels were monitored throughout sur-
gery using a pulse oximeter via foot clamp. Paralube ophthalmic
lubricant was reapplied before the incision site was cleaned using
chlorhexidine solution. A subcutaneous injection of lidocaine (4
mg/kg) was given prior to the incision. The skull was cleaned and
leveled by comparing the dorsal–ventral (DV) coordinates of
bregma and lambda. Once leveled, a bregmameasurementwas tak-
en to determine the anterior–posterior (AP) and medial–lateral
(ML) coordinates for virus injection and fiber implantation. Four
holes were drilled into the skull using a stereotaxic mounted drill
(Foredom HP4-917 control unit with H.MH-170 handpiece) and
self-tapping bone screws were inserted (Fine Science Tools
19010-00, 1.19-mm diameter by 4.8-mm length) to help anchor
the implant to skull.

Viral constructs
This study used two recombinant adeno-associated viral (AAV) vec-
tor constructs purchased fromUniversity of North Carolina Vector
Core. The control virus expressed the red fluorescent protein
tdTomato alone (AAV5-CAG-tdTomato), and the neural silencer
expressed an archaerhodopsin-tdTomato fusion (AAV5-CAG-
ArchT-tdTomato). Both constructs contained the CAG promoter
and were constructed of titer 3.1 × 1012 virus molecules/mL.

Viral vector microinjections
Experiments 1 and 2 used slightly different surgical coordinates in
order to target the MS; however, histology confirmed that viral
spread in the MS was comparable across both experiments. A tre-
phine (Meisinger Company) was used tomake a single craniotomy
over the MS (experiment 1: AP +0.7 mm, ML 0 mm in reference to
bregma; experiment 2: AP +0.7 mm, ML +1.1 mm). Next, an ab-
sorbable gelatin sponge was soaked in sterile saline and applied
to the exposed tissue to prevent drying. All injections were per-
formed using a Hamilton syringe attached to a Pump 11 Elite
Nanomite pump and Nanomite injector unit (Harvard Apparatus
70-4507, serial no. D-301251). The viral vector construct was mi-
croinjected into the MS at multiple coordinates in both experi-
ments with anterior–posterior (AP) and medial–lateral (ML)
coordinates referenced to bregma and dorsal–ventral (DV) coordi-
nates referenced to dura. For experiment 1, there were four infu-
sions of 0.25 µL of each at AP= +0.7 mm, ML=0.0 mm, DV=
−6.5 mm, −6.3 mm, −6.0 mm, −5.8 mm). For experiment 2, two
infusions containing 0.5 µL of each were performed at a 10° angle
lateral to the midline (AP=+0.7 mm, ML=+1.1 mm, DV=−6 mm,
−5.5mm). For each coordinate, the needlewas lowered to themore
ventral site first and fiveminutes was allotted to allow tissue to set-
tle around the needle before injection. The viral vector construct
was injected via a neuros syringe (Hamilton Co.) at rate of
0.1 µL/min (flow rate at 70%). The needle was then raised to the
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more dorsal site, and the virus was infused. Following the final in-
jection, the needle was left in place for 10 min to allow the virus
solution to diffuse into the tissue. Saline soaked Vetspon was
placed over the craniotomy to prevent the brain surface from dry-
ing out. GLUture was then used to fill the craniotomy immediately
following the fiber stub implant.

Optogenetic fiber implantation
Prefabricated fiber stubs (Plexon 200/230-µm fiber, ferrule tip
length 2.5 mm, total stub length 10 mm) were manually scored
with a diamond wheel dremel bit and implanted targeting the
MS (experiment 1: AP=+0.7 mm and ML=0.0 mm from bregma,
DV=−5.5 mm from dura; experiment 2 [implanted at a 10° angle]:
AP=+0.7 and ML=+1.1 from bregma, DV=−5.3 from dura).
GLUture was then used to cover the craniotomy and allowed to
dry. The exposed skull was allowed to dry for severalminutes to en-
sure proper adhesion of the dental acrylic. A small dome of dental
acrylic (LangDental) was built up to encapsulate the bottom of the
scored fiber and bone screws were added to anchor the implant to
the skull.

CD and CDWM task training (experiment 1)
We trained separate groups of rats to perform variants of a
visuo-spatial conditional discrimination task, one that is
SWM-independent and one that is SWM-dependent (CD and
CDWM, respectively). These task variants have been described pre-
viously (Griffin et al. 2012; Hallock and Griffin 2013; Hallock et al.
2013a,b; Shaw et al. 2013; Edsall et al. 2017). Briefly, for the
CDWM task, a wooden floor insert covered with black mesh on
one side and the other side bare wood, was placed in the bottom
half of the stem prior to each trial. Each rat was randomly assigned
a conditional rule (left on mesh, right on wood, or vice versa) that
remained consistent throughout the experiment. Prior to each tri-
al, the left or right rewardwell was filledwith chocolate sprinkles so
that rats only earned a reward when they followed the rule. Each
training session consisted of 24 trials (12 wood and 12 mesh trials)
presented in a pseudorandom sequence with a 20-sec intertrial in-
terval (ITI). Rats were required tomeet the choice accuracy criterion
of 80% correct for two consecutive days before they were used for
the optogenetic MS suppression stage of the experiment.

For the CD variant of the task, the floor insert spanned the en-
tire maze stem, including the T-junction. The group of rats trained
on CDWM variant of the task first learned the CD variant. After
reaching criterion on the CD task, progressively shorter inserts
were used each day until the inserts spanned from the stem en-
trance to halfway up the stem.

Delayed nonmatch to position (DNMP) task training

(experiment 2)
The delayed nonmatched to position (DNMP) task consisted of a
sample phase, a delay phase, and choice phase. Previous work
from our laboratory and others has used the DNMP task to restrict
optogeneticmanipulations to these specific phases (Spellman et al.
2015; Bolkan et al. 2017;Maisson et al. 2018). Before each trial, the
rat was confined to the start box with a barrier, reward wells on
both arms of the T-maze are baited, and a barrier was placed at
the entrance of either the right or left goal arm. To begin the sam-
ple phase, the barrier between the start box and the stemwas lifted,
allowing the rat to traverse the stem, enter the open goal arm, and
consume the reward at the end of the goal arm. The rat then re-
turned to the start box via the return arm and the stem barrier
was returned for the 20-sec delay, during which time the experi-
menter removed the goal armbarrier. The choice phase then began
when the stem barrier was lifted, allowing the rat to reenter the
maze stem and approach the T-junction. The rat then had a free
choice to turn into the left or right goal arm. Rats earned a reward
by selecting the opposite goal arm from the armvisited on the sam-
ple traversal. Rats then returned to the start box once again, where
theywere confined for the 40-sec ITI. Each training session consist-
ed of 24 trials (12 left and 12 right trials), presented in a pseudoran-

dom sequence. Rats were required to meet the choice accuracy
criterion of 80% correct for two consecutive days before they
were used for the optogenetic MS suppression stage of the
experiment.

Optogenetic MS suppression during CDWM

and CD (experiment 1)
After meeting the behavioral task criterion, each rat underwent
three acclimation sessions with the patch cable attached but no
light stimulation delivered. This was done to ensure that having
the patch cable attached to the head stage did not interfere with
task performance during optogenetic MS suppression sessions.
Before each testing session, the power output at the tip of the fiber
attached to the patch cable was tested using a power meter
(Thorlabs) to make sure that the power output was sufficient for
optogenetic suppression. A minimum LED power output of
7 mW was used as the power threshold and each day of testing
power ranged from 7 to 12 mW. The rat was brought into the test-
ing room and placed in the start box. Then both the fiber stub on
the rat’s head stage and the tether cable fiber were cleanedwith op-
tic fiber cleaner before they were connected via a ceramic coupler
(Thorlabs) and the CD or CDWM testing session started. Both tasks
were comprised of three light conditions: entire, early stem, and
late stem conditions (Figs. 1, 3, 4). For CDWM task early stem con-
dition, the light was turned on when the barrier between the start
box and center armwas lifted and turned off after the rat’s hind legs
left the insert cue halfway up the stem. In theCD task, the lightwas
turned off at the same spot on the maze, although the insert cue
used in this task continued up the rest of the stem. For the late
stem condition, the light stimulation started after the rat’s hind
legs left the insert in the CDWM task or in the equivalent place
in the CD task and terminated right before the reward well. In
the entire condition, light stimulation began as the barrier was lift-
ed and continued until the rat reached the reward well. For all illu-
mination conditions, the light was switched on and off by the
experimenter. Seven rats completed at least one session of the
each testing condition, while 30 rats completed two testing ses-
sions. For rats that completed two testing sessions, choice accuracy
scores were averaged. Testing sessions consisted of 24 trials: 12
Light-off trials and 12 Light-on trials presented in a pseudorandom
order. The testing sessions for entire, early stem, and late stem con-
ditions were counter balanced across rats.

Optogenetic suppression of MS during DNMP

(experiment 2)
Once rats were able to consistently perform the DNMP task (two
consecutive days at 80% choice accuracy or higher), they moved
on to the behavioral testing portion of the experiment. Similar to
experiment 1, each rat underwent three patch cable acclimation
sessions and the power output of the patch cable was tested prior
to each session. Three conditions were then administered on sepa-
rate sessions: illumination restricted to sample traversals, the delay,
and choice traversals. For the sample condition, the LED was
turned on as the barrier was lifted to start the sample traversal
and terminated when the rat entered the start box. For the delay
condition, the light was on for the 20-sec delay between sample
and choice traversals. For the choice condition, the light was
turned on as the barrier was lifted to start the choice phase and ter-
minated when the rat entered one of the goal arms. Like experi-
ment 1, for all illumination conditions, the light was switched
on and off by the experimenter. Each session consisted of 24 trials,
12 Light-on and 12 Light-off, presented in a pseudorandom order.
The order of the illumination condition sessions was counterbal-
anced across rats.

Histological procedures
At the conclusion of the behavioral testing portion of the experi-
ment, rats were anesthetized at 3.5%–4% Isoflurane in oxygen
and closely observed for motor responses to a toe pinch and eye
blink reaction. Once fully anesthetized, a lethal dose of sodium
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pentobarbital was injected and the rat was perfused transcardially
with 200 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by 200
mL of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. Upon successful perfu-
sion, brains were immediately extracted and stored in 4% PFA for
24 h and then switched over to a 30% sucrose solution for cryopro-
tection. The brains were then mounted using Tissue-Tek (Fisher)
and sliced at −20°C on a Lieca 3050 S cryostat into 20-µm slices
and mounted on slides. The slides were washed three times for 5
min each in 1× PBS for cleaning. Next, slides were stained for cell
bodies by applying Prolong Diamond containing 4′,6-diamidino-
2-phenylindole (DAPI; Thermo Fisher Scientific), which is used
to help visualize cell bodies by staining nuclear DNA (Tarnowski
et al. 1991). The slides were then coverslipped and generic clear
“quick-dry” nail polish was used to seal the coverslips to slides.
The sectionswere imaged using a LSM710 and 880 confocalmicro-
scope (Zen 2012 SP5 software) under a 10×/0.3 objective.

Data analysis
Choice accuracy on the behavioral tasks was compared between
groups and light conditions with a three-way mixed factor
ANOVA with repeated measures, with viral vector (ArchT-
tdTomato vs. tdTomato-only) as a between-subjects factor and
light (on vs. off) and illumination timing condition (DNMP: sam-
ple, delay, or choice; CDWM: entire trial, early stem, or late stem) as
within-subjects factors. For the task control group in experiment 1,
choice accuracy on the CD task was analyzed using a light (on vs.
off) × illumination timing (early stem, late stem, or entire trial) re-
peatedmeasures ANOVA. All post-hoc tests used Bonferroni correc-
tions to correct for multiple comparisons.
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